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Abstract. We describe a generalization of the multiple-instance learning model in which a
bag’s label is not based on a single instance’s proximity to a single target point. Rather, a
bag is positive if and only if it contains a collection of instances, each near one of a set of
target points. We list potential applications of this model (robot vision, content-based image
retrieval, protein sequence identification, and drug discovery) and describe target concepts for
these applications that cannot be represented in the conventional multiple-instance learning
model. We then adapt a learning-theoretic algorithm for learning in this model and present
empirical results.
Keywords: multiple-instance learning, Hausdorff metric, Winnow, content-based image re-
trieval, drug discovery, protein sequence identification
1. Introduction
In the conventional multiple-instance learning (MIL) model, a bag’s (boolean
or real) label is entirely determined by a single instance in the bag, e.g. for
boolean labels, the bag’s label is a disjunction of the instances’ boolean labels,
each of which is typically determined by the instance’s proximity to a single
target point. But this is not sufficient for some problems. In our generalization
of this model, the target concept is a set of points C = {c1, . . . , ck}, and the
label for a bag B = {b1, . . . , bn} is positive if and only if there is a subset
of r target points C ′ = {ci1 , . . . , cir} ⊆ C such that each cij ∈ C ′ is near
some point in B. Here r is a threshold indicating the minimum number of
target points that must each be “hit” by some point from B (the same point
in B could hit multiple target points). In other words, if we define a boolean
attribute ai for each target point ci that is 1 if there exists a point bj ∈ B near
it and 0 otherwise, then the bag’s label is some r-of-k threshold function over
the attributes (so there are k relevant attributes and B’s label is 1 iff at least r
of these attributes are 1). Note that if r = 1 then this model is the conventional
multi-instance model, except that there are multiple target points and the final
concept is a union of these points. If r = k then a conjunctive model exists,
where each target point must be hit by some instance in B.
c© 2003 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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Our learning model can be extended in an interesting way. If we let C¯ =
{c¯1, . . . , c¯k′} be a set of “repulsion” points, then we can require a positive
bag to not have any points near each point of C¯ ′ = {c¯′i1 , . . . , c¯
′
ir′
} ⊆ C¯
in addition to having a point near each point in C ′. This means that to be
positive, certain feature values have to be present in some points of bag B,
but also certain feature values must be absent. This will prove useful in some
of our experiments, especially those in Section 6.2.2.
Variants of our model have been studied theoretically and experimen-
tally under the name “geometric patterns”. We make explicit the connections
between this class and our new model, and extend the class of geometric
patterns to handle the more realistic requirements of pattern recognition sys-
tems (hence the need for our new model). We also examine a variation of one
algorithm for learning geometric patterns (Goldman et al., 2001), improve its
efficiency, and present the first empirical results of this algorithm. Despite
our improvements, Goldman et al.’s algorithm is inherently inefficient (expo-
nential in the number of features). As such, this paper is a proof-of-concept
of the efficacy of such a model: we present positive experimental results for
low-dimensional data, which motivate us to investigate new algorithms for
higher-dimensional generalized MIL problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
learning model and Section 3 discusses related work on geometric patterns
and conventional MIL. We summarize our extensions to Goldman et al.’s
algorithm in Section 4. We discuss application areas of our model in Section 5
(landmark matching for robot navigation, discovery of antagonist drugs, content-
based image retrieval, and protein superfamily identification) and evaluate our
algorithm on these areas in Section 6. In Section 7 we conclude.
2. The Learning Model
In the concept class of d-dimensional geometric patterns (e.g. Goldman et al.,
2001), each bag (multiple-instance example) is a multiset of points in d-
dimensional space. Loosely speaking, each concept in the class can be thought
of as a set of bags that visually resemble each other. The notion of resem-
blance between two bags P and Q is formalized by the Hausdorff metric (Hut-
tenlocher et al., 1993), which is used in computer vision applications. The
Hausdorff distance between bags P and Q is
max
{
max
~p∈P
{
min
~q∈Q
{dist(~p, ~q)}
}
,max
~q∈Q
{
min
~p∈P
{dist(~p, ~q)}
}}
, (1)
where dist(~p, ~q) is the distance under some norm between points ~p and ~q. In
other words, if each point in P reports the distance to its nearest neighbor in
Q and each point in Q reports the distance to its nearest neighbor in P , then
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the Hausdorff distance is the maximum of these distances. A concept is the
set of all bags within some distance γ under the Hausdorff metric of some
“ideal” bag1 of ≤ k points (Figure 1 gives a one-dimensional example with
γ = 1 and k = 3). We then generalize Equation (1) by allowing dist to be
a weighted norm, and the weights can vary for each point in the model. By
letting dist be the weighted infinity norm, a target concept C is a set of ≤ k
axis-parallel boxes and a bag B is positive if and only if (1) every point of B
lies in some box of C , and (2) every box of C contains a point from B.
= 3k
= 7n
X 1
X
target
2
positive
negative
negativeX
2
3
Figure 1. An example target concept of size k = 3 points, with three bags X1, X2, and X3.
Intuitively, the above concept class captures the notion of visual similarity
quite effectively. However, in pattern recognition applications, this class is not
robust against noise or occlusions. Instead, often what is employed is what
can be termed ranked half-Hausdorff. First, the distance from the model to
the pattern is computed, but not vice-versa, since it is assumed that the model
is accurate, but that the pattern may include points unrelated to the model.
Second, rather than taking the max over the distances from the model to the
pattern, instead the sth max is taken, to improve noise tolerance. The final
result can be stated as (Huttenlocher et al., 1993; Huttenlocher and Rucklidge,
1992; Sim et al., 1999):
max
~q∈Q
s
{
min
~p∈P
{dist(~p, ~q)}
}
, (2)
where maxs denotes the sth max, P represents the pattern, and Q is the
model (i.e. the “ideal” set of points representing the target concept). Again,
if Equation (2) uses a weighted infinity norm with variable weights for each
1 In pattern recognition parlance, the ideal bag is the “model” to which we compare the
“images”.
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point in Q, a target concept C is a set of at most k axis-parallel boxes and
a bag B is positive if and only if strictly fewer than s boxes of C do not
contain a point from B. This is equivalent to our generalized MIL model
with r = k − s (sans repulsion points). Adding a set Q¯ of repulsion points
is easy as well. In addition to checking if Equation (2) evaluates to at most
a constant γ, we check if the following equation evaluates to at least another
constant γ ′:
min
~q∈Q¯
s′
{
min
~p∈P
{dist(~p, ~q)}
}
. (3)
So now in addition to requiring that a bag B misses fewer than s boxes from
C , we also require that B hits at most s′ boxes from C¯ . In Section 6.2.2 we
will show the usefulness of this representation.
3. Related Work
3.1. LEARNING GEOMETRIC PATTERNS
Some results on learning geometric patterns include when bags come from
the real line (Goldberg and Goldman, 1994; Goldberg et al., 1996; Goldman
and Scott, 1999), and when they come from a discrete d-dimensional space
and have binary labels (Goldman et al., 2001) or real-valued labels (Goldman
and Scott, in press). Scott (2000) gives an overview of these algorithms.
We now summarize the algorithm of Goldman et al. (2001) to learn d-
dimensional patterns, which we adapt, implement, and evaluate in our new
model in Section 6. First note that a discretized space is required for their
algorithm: for simplicity, assume that the feature space is X = {1, . . . , s}d.
Their algorithm enumerates all the possible N = (s(s + 1)/2)d boxes in
the space and creates two attributes for each box b: ab and a¯b. Given a bag
B ∈ X n, the algorithm sets ab = 1 if some point from B lies in b and
ab = 0 otherwise. Then2 a¯b = 1− ab. These 2N attributes are then given to
Winnow3 (Littlestone, 1988), which learns a linear threshold unit.
Using the above remapping of bags to boolean attributes, the complement
of a target concept of geometric patterns can be represented as a monotone
disjunction over the attributes, i.e. a disjunction with no negated variables.
To see this, recall from Section 2 the two criteria that must be satisfied for a
bag B to be positive: (1) each point in B must lie in some box in the target
concept, and (2) each box in the target concept must contain a point from
2 Both these complementary attributes are required since Winnow only learns monotone
disjunctions (defined below).
3 Winnow is very similar to the Perceptron algorithm but updates its weights multiplica-
tively rather than additively, which often yields much faster convergence, especially in cases
like ours when most inputs are irrelevant.
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B. Let C = {c1, . . . , ck} be the boxes in the target concept and let C ′ =
{c′1, . . . , c
′
kcomp
} be a set of boxes whose union is exactly the complement of
the union of the boxes of C . Then Criterion 1 is violated iff some box c′i ∈ C ′
contains a point from B, i.e. if ac′
i
= 1. Criterion 2 is violated iff some box
cj ∈ C is empty, i.e. if a¯cj = 1. Thus for a bag B, the following disjunction
is true iff B is negative: 
 ∨
c′∈C′
ac′

 ∨
(∨
c∈C
a¯c
)
,
which is monotone since both a and a¯ are provided as original inputs to
Winnow. Therefore by inverting the bags’ labels and applying the remapping,
the problem of learning geometric patterns is reduced to learning a monotone
disjunction.
Applying a well-known result of Winnow’s mistake bounds for learning
monotone disjunctions allows us to conclude that Goldman et al.’s mistake
bound for this problem is O(((k+kcomp)d log s). However, its time complex-
ity is Ω(s2d), which is exponential in both log s and d (though they assumed
d was constant). As an example of why this is a problem even for small
d, consider the case where each point can only take on 20 values in each
of 4 dimensions. Then the number of attributes to Winnow in this case is
2 · 2104 > 3.8 × 109. To address this issue, Goldman et al. partitioned the
set of N boxes into groups such that it is guaranteed that for each box b in a
group G, all attributes ab have the same weight in Winnow, as do all attributes
a¯b. Thus their algorithm maintains only one representative box per group G
and exactly computes Winnow’s weighted sum by summing the products of
each group’s weight and its size:
N∑
i=1
ai wai + a¯i wa¯i =
∑
G∈G
|G| (aG waG + a¯G wa¯G),
where |G| is the number of boxes in group G, aG is the attribute for group G’s
representative box, and G is the set of all groups. The set of groups is built by
using the points from all bags to rectilinearly partition X (see Figure 2). The
result is a set of regions such that any pair of boxes bi and bj are in the same
group if both have their “lower left” corners in region R ~w and their “upper
right” corners in region R~z (they also defined groups that had both their lower
left and upper right corners in the same region). It is easy to see that when
the groups are constructed this way, for each pair of boxes b and b′ in the
same group G, b and b′ contain the same subset of points from all bags. Thus
ab = ab′ and a¯b = a¯b′ for all bags, and all the Winnow weight updates are the
same for attributes ab and ab′ as well as a¯b and a¯b′ . Using this construction,
at most O(m2d+1) groups are built, where m is the number of points used to
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partition the space. Thus the exponential dependence on log s is removed, but
the exponential dependence on d remains. (It is unlikely that a polynomial
algorithm exists for this learning problem, since this would yield an efficient
algorithm for on-line learning of DNF formulas, which is unlikely to exist
(Goldman et al., 2001).)
1,ml
w
z
l l l 1,m
l
2,1l
1,1 +1
l 1,m
l 1,m+1
2,0
1,0
Figure 2. An example of how Goldman et al. construct their groups of boxes.
3.2. CONVENTIONAL MULTIPLE-INSTANCE LEARNING
The conventional MIL model was introduced by Dietterich et al. (1997). In
their model, each bag is classified as positive if and only if at least one of
its elements is labeled as positive by the target concept. Their work was
motivated by the problem of predicting whether a molecule would bind at a
particular site. They argued empirically that axis-parallel rectangles are good
hypotheses for this and other similar learning problems. This MIL model has
been extensively studied (Zhang et al., 2002; Long and Tan, 1998; Auer et al.,
1997; Auer, 1997; Maron and Lozano-Pe´rez, 1998; Maron, 1998; Maron
and Ratan, 1998; Blum and Kalai, 1998; Zhang and Goldman, 2001; Ruffo,
2000; Wang and Zucker, 2000; Ramon and Raedt, 2000; Andrews et al.,
2002), along with extensions for real-valued labels (Dooly et al., 2002; Ray
and Page, 2001). In most MIL work, the label of a bag depends only on the
label of a single point, and the label of each point typically is assumed to
depend on a single target point. Exceptions include some work of Maron
and Lozano-Pe´rez (1998) and Maron and Ratan (1998) in which a target
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concept can be a disjunction over multiple points. They also (in a subset
of their experiments) mapped each pair of instances to a new instance and
added spatial information about the instance pair, which defined a pairwise
conjunctive type of learning model. However, they found that allowing more
than 2 disjuncts in the target concept or taking more than 2 instances at a time
proved computationally very difficult.
In other work, De Raedt (1998) generalizes MIL in the context of in-
ductive logic programming and defines an interesting framework connecting
many forms of learning. One of his generalizations allows relations between
instances. However, the transformations he gives between the models have
exponential time and space complexity.
An issue that arises with the algorithms EMDD (Zhang and Goldman,
2001) and DD (Maron and Lozano-Pe´rez, 1998) is the need to scale the
axes of the feature space so that irrelevant attributes are ignored. Thus the
dimensionality of the search space is twice the number of attributes, since
each attribute has a scale factor. In contrast, our representation that uses axis-
parallel boxes corresponds to a weighted infinity norm, so the axis rescaling
is done implicitly. In addition, the rescaling is done independently for each
target point, so point ci could have a completely different rescaling system
than point cj . Also, in Maron et al.’s work with multiple disjuncts or pairwise-
combined instances, such generalizations must be explicitly tuned, whereas
in our algorithm, the “right” number of boxes is learned.
4. Our Algorithm
The results of Goldman et al. (2001) (Section 3.1) are purely theoretical.
When implementing it for application to generalized multiple-instance learn-
ing problems, we made certain changes. First, if we only use the attributes
a¯b (which = 1 iff box b does not contain a point from the current bag), then
we accommodate the half-Hausdorff metric4 of Equation (2) that generally
tolerates more noise (Section 2). (Though we also note that using Full accom-
modates repulsion points in a target concept, similar to Equation (3) except
that it cannot consider the separate values s and s′, only s+ s′. Thus Full will
prove useful in some experiments, especially those in Section 6.2.2.) Second,
we note that Winnow can learn r-of-k threshold functions rather than sim-
ple disjunctions with a factor of r increase in the mistake bound. Thus Half
automatically handles ranked half-Hausdorff and Full automatically handles
a natural definition of ranked full-Hausdorff. Third, in some experiments
we use clustering on the training set to preprocess the data to significantly
reduce the number of points (m in Section 3.1) used to build the groups,
4 We refer to this algorithm as “Half” and the version that uses both ab and a¯b as “Full.”
See Section 6 for a discussion of the relative performances of these algorithms.
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hence speeding up the algorithm. Fourth, other heuristic modifications were
made to speed up training, employing approximate methods to do bookkeep-
ing in order to reduce training time. Finally, when training is finished, only
the attributes with high weight in Winnow (“heavy groups”) are presented
as the final hypothesis. This yields a more compact, interpretable hypothesis.
Such a representation gives immediate information about what portions of the
instance space are most relevant to classifying the bags. Our current approach
to pruning is to incrementally remove a fraction of the remaining groups each
round until the the new (pruned) classifier’s false negative error rate increases
unacceptably.
While these improvements significantly reduce the time complexity of
the algorithm, we are still unable to run it on high-dimensional data like the
“Musk” data set in the UCI repository. This is because the number of groups
produced is still exponential in d. Thus we are exploring new ways of defining
the groups to yield a number of groups that is polynomial in d and exponen-
tial5 in m, as well as methods (Chawla et al., 2003) to approximate Winnow’s
weighted sums when large numbers of inputs are used. These might be useful
when working with high-dimensional data.
5. Application Areas
5.1. THE LANDMARK MATCHING PROBLEM
Consider the problem of recognizing from a visual image of a robot’s current
location whether or not it is in the vicinity of a known landmark (where a
landmark is a location that is visually different from other locations). Such an
algorithm is needed as one piece of a complete navigation system where the
robot navigates by planning a path between known landmarks, tracking the
landmarks as it goes. Because of inaccuracies in effectors and possible errors
in its internal map, when the robot believes it is at landmark L, it should check
that it is really near L before heading to another landmark. Then adjustments
can be made if the robot is not at L by re-homing to L and/or updating its map.
By using images taken near the landmark as positive examples and images
taken from not near the landmark as negative examples, the goal is to learn a
hypothesis that can accurately predict whether a new image came from near
or not near the landmark.
For efficiency, one can use one-dimensional visual data (of a 360◦ view) to
do the matching (Hong et al., 1992; Levitt and Lawton, 1990; Pinette, 1993;
Suzuki and Arimoto, 1988). We pre-process the images by placing points in
5 It is unlikely that a group definition exists that is polynomial in both d and m, since
this would yield an efficient algorithm for learning DNF formulas, which is unlikely to exist
(Goldman et al., 2001).
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a 2-dimensional space that correspond to the magnitude and direction of the
signal’s derivative6 (Figure 3). An example target concept is in the bottom
of Figure 3. Certainly such a target concept cannot be directly represented
in the conventional MIL model, since to ensure that a pattern is positive, it
must have a point in every box (or at least r of them in the r-of-k case). Note
the varying sizes and shapes in the target that are allowed by the weighted
infinity norm. Such flexibility can tolerate variability in the reflectivity of
objects in the environment: a highly reflective object will have higher day-to-
day variations due to changing lighting conditions than a duller surface, so
a “tall” target box will better fit the former, and a “short” box will better fit
the latter. In addition, flexibility in the target boxes’ widths allow tolerance
of small (but significant) and translations and rotations of the robot between
image acquisitions.
Figure 3. An example of mapping a one-dimensional waveform to a two-dimensional pattern
(bag) and an example target concept (the boxes).
Goldman and Scott (1999) presented empirical results on this problem by
mapping an input signal to a one-dimensional pattern by placing a point on
the line whenever the magnitude of the signal’s derivative exceeded a thresh-
old (i.e. by projecting onto the real line all points at the bottom of Figure 3
that are significantly above or below the line). Some of their results were quite
good, while others revealed that some crucial information was lost (namely,
the direction of change). Thus a two-dimensional pattern can be employed to
mitigate this issue. Of course, if the input signal is d dimensions, it can be
mapped to a (d + 1)-dimensional pattern in a similar fashion (Goldman and
6 In our experiments, we also threshold the derivative, so the points of the bag near the zero
line (i.e. those corresponding to little change in the input signal) are filtered out and all that
remain are the points representing significant change in the signal.
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Scott, in press). This allows one to handle other types of data, e.g. amplitudes
of a waveform, sonar data, or temporal difference information.
5.2. IDENTIFYING ANTAGONIST DRUGS
Dietterich et al. (1997) introduced the conventional MIL model motivated by
predicting whether a conformation of a particular molecule would bind to a
single site in another molecule. But an open problem is how to predict “an-
tagonist drugs”, whose jobs are to bind at multiple sites in a single molecule
by fitting in several of them simultaneously. This cannot be represented by a
single axis-parallel box in the standard MIL model, but there is a natural rep-
resentation of this in our model by setting r = k. Such a target concept would
typically be defined in a very high-dimensional space, since a representation
of a conformation is very complex (Dietterich et al., 1997).
5.3. CONTENT-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL
Maron and Ratan (1998) explored the use of conventional MIL for content-
based image retrieval (CBIR) for images of natural scenes. The system is
query by example, where the user presents examples of desired images, and
the system’s job is to determine commonalities among the query images.
They filtered and subsampled their images and then extracted “blobs” (groups
of m adjacent pixels), which they mapped to a (3m)-dimensional space (one
attribute per RGB pixel value). Each blob was mapped to one point in a bag,
and all bags derived from query images were labeled as positive. Then the
system used the MIL algorithm diverse density (DD) (Maron and Lozano-
Pe´rez, 1998) to learn a hypothesis, find candidate images in the database,
and present those to the user for labeling for more learning. This work was
extended by Zhang et al. (2002), who compared DD to EMDD (Zhang and
Goldman, 2001) on data sets preprocessed with numerous feature extrac-
tion methods, including RGB profiling of blobs (as in Maron and Ratan)
and YCrCb (luminance-chrominance) representations coupled with wavelet
coefficients (Daubechies, 1988) to represent texture. They also used other
(segmentation-based) partitioning methods on the images, and examined mul-
tiple ways of selecting the final hypothesis after training.
In general, Zhang and Goldman found few significant differences in pre-
diction performance between DD and EMDD, but they did see significant dif-
ferences between feature extraction methods and hypothesis selection meth-
ods. Most importantly, they observed that in their experiments, it was likely
that not one but several target points (in a disjunctive form) were responsible
for labeling the examples. In addition, it is arguable that if the target concept
were conjunctive (e.g. the desired images contain a field and a sky), then
the standard MIL model will not work and a more expressive hypothesis is
needed. This is especially true if a criterion for being positive included the
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absence of certain features, e.g. the images contain a field and contain no sky.
Such a notion cannot be represented by DD or EMDD, but Full captures this
with the ab attributes of Section 3.1. (Recall that Full’s disjunction is true
when it assigns a label of negative, so if ab = 1 for a target box b that should
be empty, then Full will predict negative.)
In addition, while blobs are useful for representing relative positions of
colors (e.g. from Maron and Ratan: a blue blob above a white blob above a
brown blob implies a mountain), taken alone they are incapable of represent-
ing complex shapes invariant of rotation, translation, and scale. In contrast,
features such as line segment descriptors, centralized moments, and elongat-
edness (Ballard and Brown, 1982) can represent shapes in this way, but only
when taken in combination, i.e. using a more complex MIL target concept.
Of course, more expressive features may be used on their own to describe
shape, such as chain codes or Fourier coefficients of shapes. However, the
former requires the dimension of the feature space to vary (since chain codes
vary in length for different shapes), so it would be difficult to embed such
descriptors into any MIL model. Further, while the latter can be used in a
fixed-dimensional feature space, it (along with chain codes) will only rep-
resent a single shape (or one of a choice of shapes) if passed through a
disjunction. In contrast, a generalized MIL concept can represent the case
when combinations of such shapes are required in an image.
As a simple example of using a generalized multiple-instance target con-
cept with shape-based features, imagine representing a human face. For the
eyes, the target concept might require two regions with elongation near 3/2
and an Euler number (number of connected regions minus number of holes)
of 0. In addition, we want (for the mouth) one region with elongation near
8 and 0 or 1 holes in the region. Then we have other constraints (in terms
of the above features or based on other shape descriptors) for the shape of
the face. It is unlikely that such a conjunction of feature constraints can
be represented with the conventional disjunctive multiple-instance learning
model. In contrast, a target concept defined as an r-of-k threshold function
over these features not only can represent a human face, but can also handle
occlusion: we could allow both eyes to be represented but the mouth hidden,
or we could look for the mouth and shape of the head to allow for eyes to be
behind sunglasses.
5.4. PROTEIN SUPERFAMILY IDENTIFICATION
Generally, proteins are added to databases much faster than they can be tested
to determine to which superfamily7 they belong. Thus a fundamental problem
in computational biology is searching protein databases to find candidate
7 Protein families generally consist of proteins with similar function, and superfamilies are
collections of related families.
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* *
1A8L: ...KLIVFVRKDHCQYCDQLKQLVQEL...
1BED: ...PVVSEFFSFYCPHCNTFEPIIAQL...
1QK8:A ...LVFFYFSASWCPPCRGFTPQLIEF...
1F9M:A ...PVVLDMFTQWCGPCKAMAPKYEKL...
1MEK: ...YLLVEFYAPWCGHCKALAPEYAKA...
Figure 4. Alignment of segments of five Trx-fold proteins, indexed by PDB ID.
members of a specific superfamily, which can then be tested in the lab to
verify membership. Many successful search methods are based on hidden
Markov models (HMMs, e.g. Durbin et al., 1998) built on the amino acid
sequences of known members of the superfamily. This method is useful if the
superfamily exhibits primary sequence conservation, i.e. if the its sequences
are similar to each other in their chains of amino acids (represented by letters
from a 20-character alphabet). However, some superfamilies of proteins, such
as thioredoxin fold proteins (Trx) , lack this property, making HMM-based
models difficult to apply. For example, in Figure 4, segments of five Trx-fold
proteins are shown with each sequence identified by its ID from the Protein
Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/). Only the two cysteines (C, marked by
asterisks) are fully conserved in the alignment and very little else is even
partially conserved. This is typical of Trx-fold proteins.
Recently, Kim et al. (2000) studied this problem as applied to G Protein-
Coupled Receptors. They processed each candidate protein, computing for
each amino acid seven properties: GES hydropathy, Kyte-Doolittle index, po-
larity, pI, α helix index, molecular weight, and solubility. For each property,
one value is computed per amino acid, so the sequence of n amino acids is
transformed to a sequence of n numbers. Kim et al. then computed summary
statistics (mapping to a single-instance learning model) of these numeric se-
quences and inferred a linear discriminant function to separate GPCRs from
non-GPCRs. Their results were good for GPCRs, but Trx has been much more
difficult to learn in a single-instance model (Scott et al., 2003), because map-
ping the sequences to their summary statistics loses significant information
that reveals fundamental properties of the proteins (e.g. that in all the Trx-
fold proteins, positions k through ` have high solubility). Such information
is not only useful in identifying new members of the family, but it also may
reveal to a biochemist in more detail why certain proteins belong to a family
and others do not. This information might also be useful in other applications
such as predicting the function of a specific protein by measuring similarities
of a candidate protein’s signature to the signatures of proteins with known
function.
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6. Experimental Results
We now describe our experimental results, comparing our algorithm to EMDD (Zhang
and Goldman, 2001) and DD (Maron and Lozano-Pe´rez, 1998). Due to our
algorithm’s time complexity, we restrict the scope of our experiments to low-
dimensional data. Thus our results are meant to argue that using general-
ized MIL is superior (or at least comparable to) the conventional model for
some applications, though a more efficient algorithm than ours is required for
higher-dimensional data.
Since EMDD produces several candidate hypotheses, it must select a final
hypothesis. In our experiments we let EMDD choose based on performance
on an independent validation set. In Sections 6.2 and 6.4, separate valida-
tion sets are explicitly built (giving EMDD a de facto larger training set). In
Sections 6.1 and 6.3, we set aside 20% of the training set for validation.
6.1. THE LANDMARK MATCHING PROBLEM
Our data for the landmark matching problem comes from Pinette’s (1993)
“room” data set, which was also used to empirically analyze the algorithm
of Goldman and Scott (1999). This set consists of one-dimensional images
(signatures) taken in a room at coordinates set 1 foot apart (see Figure 5). The
signatures (images) taken at these points were light intensities at 1◦ intervals,
so each array was 360 pixels wide. The signatures were grouped together
into 4 sets of size 7 each: K, L,M, and N , based on proximity to each other
(all points in a single group were within 3 feet of their “landmark”, which is
the circled point in each group). Since this data set was not collected for our
experiments, very little is available: only 7 signatures were collected for each
group.
The signatures were thresholded via a spike detector that marked the lo-
cations in the image where the absolute value of the change in intensity
exceeded 0.09 times the difference between the maximum and minimum.
(a threshold of 0.09 is the same that produced the overall best results in the
experiments of Goldman and Scott). Then points were placed in the bag at the
marked locations, the height of each point equal to the derivative of the signa-
ture at that point. In our experiments, we chose one ofK, L,M andN for the
positive bags and two of the remaining sets for the negative bags, yielding 7
positive bags and 14 negative bags in each combination. Leave-one-out cross
validation was used.
Results are summarized in Figures 6 and 7 and presented in detail in Ta-
ble 1. In the figures and the table, “a/bc” corresponds to the data set with
positives from set a and negatives from sets b and c. In the table, each false
positive (FP, i.e. error rate on the negative bags) and false negative (FN, i.e.
error rate on the positive bags) rate is given with one standard deviation and
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Figure 5. Coordinates where the one-dimensional images (signatures) of the “room” data set
were shot. Units on the axes are in feet. Dotted boxes indicate groups of signatures that were
given to the algorithm as training and testing data. The circled points highlight the center point
of each data set; this point could be considered the target location when that set’s patterns were
used as positive bags.
emboldened numbers indicate where these intervals do not overlap with those
from EMDD8 (results were similar when comparing intervals to DD). When
EMDD had error less than one of our algorithms, the standard deviation in-
tervals always overlapped. For DD, FN error on L/KM was less than that
for Full, and FP error on N/KM was less than that for Half, both with non-
overlapping intervals. The results tell us that a hypothesis more expressive
than the standard MIL model significantly improves performance for most of
the robot data sets. This was especially the case for Full. Further, more often
than not, Full converged faster than (or almost as fast as) Half, and performed
better on the test examples. This suggests that Full is not overfitting the data
(contrary to Section 2), but the small sizes of the data sets makes it difficult
to assess the significance of the results.
As an aside, we also note that one motivation for the algorithm of Gold-
man et al. (2001) (on which our algorithm is based) was that much valuable
information is lost when going from a signature to a one-dimensional pattern
8 However, the small data set size makes assessing statistical significance difficult.
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Figure 6. False positive error of each algorithm on the landmark matching task.
Figure 7. False negative error of each algorithm on the landmark matching task.
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Table 1. Detailed results for the landmark matching task.
Half Full
Dataset FP FN FP FN
K/LM 0.0714 ± 0.069 0.5714 ± 0.187 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
K/LN 0 ± 0 0.5714 ± 0.187 0.0714 ± 0.069 0.1429 ± 0.132
K/MN 0.1429 ± 0.094 0.1429 ± 0.132 0 ± 0 0.1429 ± 0.132
L/KM 0.1429 ± 0.094 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0.2857 ± 0.171
L/KN 0 ± 0 0.2857 ± 0.171 0 ± 0 0.2857 ± 0.171
L/MN 0.0713 ± 0.069 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0± 0
M/KL 0.1429 ± 0.094 0 ± 0 0.1429 ± 0.094 0± 0
M/KN 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0.2857 ± 0.171
M/LN 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0.1429 ± 0.132
N/KL 0.1429 ± 0.094 0 ± 0 0.0714 ± 0.069 0 ± 0
N/KM 0.0714 ± 0.069 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
N/LM 0.0714 ± 0.069 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
DD EMDD
FP FN FP FN
K/LM 0.6429 ± 0.128 0.4286 ± 0.187 0.5714 ± 0.136 0.4286 ± 0.187
K/LN 0.4286 ± 0.132 0.5714 ± 0.187 0.2857 ± 0.121 0.4286 ± 0.187
K/MN 0.4286 ± 0.132 0.4286 ± 0.187 0.2143 ± 0.110 0.5714 ± 0.132
L/KM 0.2143 ± 0.110 0 ± 0 0.0714 ± 0.069 0.4285 ± 0.187
L/KN 0.2143 ± 0.110 0.1429 ± 0.132 0.2143 ± 0.110 0.5714 ± 0.187
L/MN 0.4286 ± 0.132 0.1429 ± 0.132 0.2857 ± 0.121 0± 0
M/KL 0.6429 ± 0.128 0.1429 ± 0.132 0.2143 ± 0.110 0± 0
M/KN 0.4286 ± 0.132 0.1429 ± 0.132 0.1429 ± 0.094 0.1429 ± 0.132
M/LN 0.5714 ± 0.132 0.4286 ± 0.187 0.1429 ± 0.094 0.1429 ± 0.132
N/KL 0.1429 ± 0.094 0 ± 0 0.1429 ± 0.094 0.1429 ± 0.132
N/KM 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0.3571 ± 0.128 0.1429 ± 0.132
N/LM 0.1429 ± 0.094 0 ± 0 0.1429 ± 0.094 0.1429 ± 0.132
as done by Goldman and Scott (1999). Some of Goldman and Scott’s most
difficult data sets to learn with were those that got their positives from set L,
and it was believed that this was due in part to this loss of information. Indeed,
Goldman and Scott’s FN rate on L/KM is 0.5714 ± 0.187, their FP rate on
L/KN is 0.1429±0.094, and on L/MN their FP rate is 0.0714±0.069 and
their FN rate is 0.4286±0.187. All of these have standard deviation intervals
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Figure 8. Fraction of weight pruned versus pruning round for Half on the robot data sets.
that do not overlap one or both of Half and Full (most of the other error rates
are comparable to ours).
We tested the effect of group pruning by reducing the number of groups by
10% each round for 50 rounds. The results are summarized in Figures 8–11.
Figures 8 and 10 show the average cumulative fraction of the weight that is
pruned by each round for each of the 12 data sets for Half and Full. We see
that before round 35, very little weight was pruned from any hypothesis, de-
spite having pruned 1− 0.935 = 0.975 of the groups, implying that relatively
few of Winnow’s inputs are relevant. After this point, the fraction of weight
pruned increased dramatically. Not surprisingly, this corresponds to a signif-
icant increase in FP error, as shown in Figures 9 and 11. Therefore we can
reduce the number of groups from over 8.96×106 to under 2.24×105 without
significantly altering performance on the training set, but further reductions
will adversely affect the hypothesis.
6.2. CONTENT-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL
We performed two CBIR experiments9 . Our first experiment was similar to
Zhang et al.’s (2002) “sunset” task: to distinguish images containing sunsets
from those not containing sunsets. Our second experiment tests a conjunctive
9 Based on data from Wang et al. (2001), the Corel Image Suite, and www.webshots.com.
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Figure 9. Additional false positive error on the training set versus pruning round for Half on
the robot data sets.
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Figure 10. Fraction of weight pruned versus pruning round for Full on the robot data sets.
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Figure 11. Additional false positive error on the training set versus pruning round for Full on
the robot data sets.
CBIR concept, where the goal is to distinguish images containing a field with
no sky from those containing a field and sky or containing no field. For these
two tasks, we prepared our data the same way, as described below.
Some of Zhang et al.’s best results came from their segmentation-based
YCrCb (luminance-chrominance) bag representation with wavelet coefficients.
Specifically, they divided each image into 4 × 4 blobs of pixels, and repre-
sented each blob with six features: Y, Cr, Cb, HL(Y), LH(Y), and HH(Y),
where the latter three features came from applying Daubechies-4 wavelet
transforms (Daubechies, 1988) on the luminance component. They then seg-
mented the image with a k-means segmentation algorithm (Hartigan and
Wong, 1979) and for each segment, averaged the 6 features, which relates
each segment to a point in the bag that corresponds to the entire image.
Building our set of groups on the entire set of 6-dimensional training bags
would generate roughly 1050 groups. So to reduce the time complexity, we
removed the luminance value from each feature vector, reducing the dimen-
sionality of the feature space to 5. These new bags were used to train and
test DD and EMDD. Our algorithm also used these bags, but in defining the
groups, we k-means clustered the training data into 6 clusters and used the
clusters’ point representatives to build the set of groups (so m = 6 from
Section 4). So the original data was still used, but Winnow could not distin-
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guish between any points in the same region of Figure 2. Since EMDD and
DD used the original (unclustered) data, they had more information about
the data, though the effect of this was unexpected for both the sunset and
conjunctive learning tasks (more on this in a moment).
6.2.1. Sunset Learning Task
Like Zhang et al., we ran 30 sunset experiments, testing on random sets of
720 examples (120 positives and 600 negatives): 150 negatives each from the
waterfall, mountain, field, and flower sets. Training sets consisted of 50 posi-
tives and 50 negatives each, and EMDD was given an independent validation
set of 40 negatives and 10 positives to choose its final hypothesis. Full10 had
an average FP error of 0.0801 and an average FN error of 0.1567 (it took an
average of 42 rounds for Full to converge to 100% accuracy on the training
set). DD’s FP error on the same data sets was 0.0777 and its FN error is
0.1681. EMDD’s FP error was 0.0815 and its FN error is 0.1664. According
to a paired t test, there is no statistically significant advantage (even at the
60% level) of Full over either EMDD or DD or vice-versa.
The lack of advantage of Full over EMDD and DD could be explained one
of two ways. First, perhaps there is little additional information that can be
exploited by generalized MIL. If this is the case, then at least for our choice
of features, there is little to be gained from generalized MIL (though perhaps
adding back the luminance value or other features would help). Second, per-
haps the information lost due to clustering11 in forming the grid (preventing
Winnow from distinguishing between some points) caused additional error
for Full.
To help test the latter hypothesis about the effect of clustering, we reran
EMDD and DD on data with resolution similar to that used for Full. Specifi-
cally, for each feature vector ~x in each of DD’s and EMDD’s training, testing,
and validation bags, we remapped ~x to ~c~x, where ~c~x is the center of the region
(from Figure 2) that ~x lies in when the groups are built based on the m = 6
points used by Full. Thus in these new data sets, EMDD and DD cannot dis-
tinguish between points in the same region, which is the same constraint that
Full operates under. Interestingly, there was no significant change (even at
the 60% level) in either algorithms’ performance when run on this remapped
data, and neither Full nor EMDD/DD had a significant advantage over the
other. So for this learning task, the lost information due to clustering did not
hurt EMDD or DD. This suggests that increasing m would not help Full, and
10 As described below, in our sunset experiments, Half had difficulty performing well, and
at its best it was still no better than Full. Thus to save time, Half’s runs were aborted and only
results for Full are presented.
11 It is also possible that a more refined preprocessing step, e.g. clustering with rescaled
dimensions, might squeeze more information out of the data.
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instead perhaps there is no other information in the sunset data that can be
used by generalized MIL.
Despite the lack of influence of clustering on EMDD and DD, we did
notice that Half was influenced by it. In our experiments, Half required at
least 1.5–3 times as many training rounds as Full to reach 100% accuracy
on the training set, and often even 5 times as many rounds was insufficient. If
training was halted prior to reaching 100% accuracy, Half’s FN generalization
error was ridiculously high. On tests when Half did reach 100% accuracy, its
FP and FN generalization error rates were statistically indistinguishable from
Full’s. In general, experiments in which Half failed to reach 100% training
accuracy had the smallest values of m. (Note from Figure 2 that if two or
more of the clusters’ centers are coincident when projected onto an axis, then
we get fewer total regions and thus fewer groups than if all cluster centers are
in general position. For our experiments with both Half and Full, m ranged
from 1.23 × 106 to 7.26 × 106.) Thus we believe that while EMDD and DD
(and probably Full) are not strongly influenced by clustering, Half is. We will
evaluate this in more detail in future work.
6.2.2. Conjunctive Learning Task
Our second experiment tests a conjunctive CBIR concept, where the goal is
to distinguish images containing a field with no sky from those containing a
field and sky or containing no field. We relabeled Zhang et al.’s field images
from positive to negative those that contained the sky. Each training set had
6 bags of each of flower, mountain, sunset, and waterfall for negatives, and
had around 30 fields, 6 of them negative and the rest positive. Each negative
test set had 150 bags of each of flower, mountain, sunset, and waterfall. Also,
each test set had 120 fields, around 50 serving as positives and the remain-
der as negatives. Validation sets were similarly modified. The dimension and
number of clusters was the same as for sunset, and 10 experiments were run.
Full’s average FP error was 0.1278 and its FN error was 0.2194. EMDD
had 0.2134 FP error and 0.2440 FN error, while DD’s FP error was 0.1727
and its FN error was 0.2815. By a paired t test, Full’s advantage over EMDD
is significant at 95% for FP and at 75% for FN. Full’s advantage over DD
is significant at 85% for FP and at 95% for FN. This occurred despite the
potential loss of information that Full had from clustering. Thus we see that
conjunctive CBIR concepts benefit from generalized MIL.
To estimate the effect of clustering on generalization error, we reran EMDD
and DD on data remapped as in Section 6.2.1. EMDD’s FN error increased to
0.4516 (an increase that is significant at 97.5%) but its FP error decreased to
0.1306 (significant at 95%). DD’s FN error increased to 0.4090 (significant at
99%) and its FP error decreased to 0.1313 (significant at 80%). So clustering
forced EMDD and DD to focus more on correctly classifying the negative
bags (which they were doing already, based on their error rates on the unclus-
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tered data), and the increases in FN error far outweigh the decreases in FP
error. Thus there is evidence indicating that increasing m would allow Full to
perform even better on this learning task. Future work includes rerunning our
algorithm with increasing numbers of clusters to measure the effect.
Contrasting Full’s performance with Half’s, we found that as with the
sunset task, Half took longer to reach 100% accuracy on the training set,
and without reaching that point, its FN generalization error was very high.
However, for this task Half fared much more poorly versus Full than in Sec-
tion 6.2.1. If Half did reach 100% accuracy, it required around 2.5 times the
number of rounds as Full, but unlike Section 6.2.1, when this happened Half
still had statistically significantly (at 75%) higher FP and FN error than full.
But even more telling is the fact that for some of our data sets, Half failed
to reach 100% accuracy even after training for 10–50 times the number of
rounds that Full used. While some of this is probably attributable to clus-
tering, a stronger reason for this is the nature of the learning task: field and
not sky. That is, the target concept will be defined by “field” regions where a
point from each positive bag must hit as well as “sky” regions where no point
from a positive bag may hit (i.e. repulsion points). From Sections 3.1 and 4,
we see that Full can represent such a concept but Half cannot.
6.2.3. Group Pruning
We tested the effect of group pruning for both learning tasks by reducing
the number of groups by 10% each round for 50 rounds. The results are
summarized in Figures 12 and 13. Figure 12 shows the average cumulative
fraction of the weight that is pruned in each round for Full.
We see that before round 35, very little weight was pruned from any hy-
pothesis for either learning task, despite having pruned 1−0.935 > 0.97 of the
groups, implying that relatively few of Winnow’s inputs are relevant. After
this point, the fraction of weight pruned increased faster, especially for the
conjunctive learning task. Not surprisingly, this corresponds to a significant
increase in FP error for the conjunctive task, as shown in Figure 13. Therefore
for the conjunctive task, we can reduce the number of groups by almost
98% without significantly altering generalization performance, but further
reductions will adversely affect the hypothesis.
Interestingly, for the sunset learning task, even 50 pruning rounds (remov-
ing 1 − 0.950 > 0.994 of the groups) only removed about 11% of the total
weight and barely increased false positive generalization error. So certainly
fewer attributes are relevant to the sunset concept than to the conjunctive
concept, which is reasonable given the nature of the learning tasks.
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Figure 12. Fraction of weight pruned versus pruning round for Full on the conjunctive and
sunset CBIR tasks.
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the conjunctive and sunset CBIR tasks.
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Figure 14. False positive error of each algorithm on the 80% filtered protein data.
6.3. PROTEIN SUPERFAMILY IDENTIFICATION
We ran two tests of our algorithm on protein data. In both tests, we filtered our
data to reduce primary sequence similarities, since the goal of this application
is to identify new Trx sequences that are highly dissimilar to known ones.
First we filtered our data such that no two sequences were more than 80%
similar when pairwise aligned, yielding 183 positives and 195 negatives. We
then split our data into three sets of approximately equal sizes: A, B, and
C . Each of Kim et al.’s (2000) seven properties (listed in Section 5.4) was
computed for each amino acid in each sequence in each set. For each property,
we ran 3 experiments: training on each pair of sets from {A,B,C} and testing
on the third. The results12 are summarized in Figures 14 and 15 and given in
detail in Table 2. The “conf” numbers for EMDD’s and DD’s errors in Table 2
indicate the confidence levels of Half’s advantage over them by a paired t test.
We see that for these experiments, there is a significant advantage to using
a hypothesis from our new model, at least when only one property is used
at a time. Further, Half’s similar performance to Full indicates that for this
experiment, there is no additional information to be gained from where the
positive bags do not have points, which is quite different from Section 6.2.2.
12 After running Full for a subset of these experiments, we saw that those results were very
similar to Half’s in terms of generalization error and number of training rounds required to
reach 100% training accuracy, so we focused on Half.
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Figure 15. False negative error of each algorithm on the 80% filtered protein data.
Table 2. Results on 80% filtered protein data.
Property Half EMDD DD
FP FN FP/conf FN/conf FP/conf FN/conf
GES hydropathy 0.0812 0.0164 0.2183/75 0.1148/97.5 0.0863/no 0.1148/97.5
Kyte-Doolittle 0.0254 0.0328 0.0812/90 0.1421/99 0.3452/75 0.0874/75
Polarity 0.0254 0.0383 0.0964/90 0.1038/90 0.4061/75 0.0765/75
pI 0.0406 0.0328 0.0812/75 0.1093/75 0.1371/75 0.1257/95
α helix 0.0203 0.0546 0.2132/75 0.1421/95 0.4010/75 0.0820/90
Mol Wt 0.0203 0.0383 0.3046/90 0.1257/97.5 0.1472/95 0.2186/90
Solubility 0.0507 0.0437 0.0812/75 0.1257/97.5 0.0711/60 0.1421/99
In contrast, we summarize results from Scott et al. (2003), who applied
other approaches to this problem. They used the hidden Markov model tool
HMMER13 on the original (primary) sequences (a common approach in bi-
ological sequence analysis) and on predicted and true secondary structures14
of the sequences. Also, similar to Kim et al., they computed summary statis-
13 http://hmmer.wustl.edu/
14 When a protein folds on itself in three-dimensional space, amino acids that are near each
other together form various higher-order structures, such as α helices and β sheets (Stryer,
1995). A protein’s secondary structure is a linear sequence of these higher-order structures.
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tics of the properties (e.g. mean and variance of the derivatives) to map the
multiple-instance data that we used to single-instance data that they used in
C4.5. HMMER on predicted secondary structure had both FP and FN error
rates around 0.18, HMMER on true secondary structure had both FP and
FN rates around 0.30, and C4.5 on single-instance data had both FP and FN
rates around 0.15. Thus our algorithm performed significantly better than
these other approaches on these data sets. The only exception is HMMER
on the primary sequences, which had FP and FN rates below 0.01. So while
generalized multiple-instance learning seems to work significantly better than
the conventional MIL model on this data, the sequences are so similar that
standard HMM-based approaches perform slightly better. This implies that in
fact 80% inter-sequence similarity is high enough for HMMER on primary
sequence to be the preferred modeling technique. Since the goal of Scott et
al.’s work was to identify new, highly-dissimilar sequences (i.e. ones that
cannot be detected by HMMER on primary sequence), we conducted another
test.
To further reduce similarities between the sequences in our data set (and
more accurately model the problem of finding new Trx-fold protein fami-
lies), we more aggressively filtered our data. We first hierarchically clustered
our sequences with ClustalW15 and chose the 9 sequences that were least
pairwise-similar16 . Pairwise identity of sequences ranged from 37% to 60%,
averaging 47%. The set of negative examples remained the same. We then
performed leave-one-out cross-validation on our new set of positives. We also
split our set of negatives into 10 sets, trained our algorithms on the 8 positives
plus one of the 10 sets of negatives, and tested on the held-out positive plus
the remaining 9 sets of negatives. Thus we ran 9 × 10 = 90 experiments for
each algorithm.
Results17 are summarized in Figures 16–18 and given in detail in Table 3.
FP error is given as the average over all 90 runs and “FN avg” is the average
FN rate over all 90 runs. Since each held out positive example was used as
a test example in 10 experiments (one for each negative set), we gave an al-
gorithm credit for correctly classifying the held-out positive if it successfully
identified it at least half the time. “FN count” is the average over all 9 positives
of these counts. Numbers in bold face are FP error rates18 for Half that are
less than those for EMDD and DD with at least 95% confidence according
to a paired t test. Of those not in bold, for α helix, Half is lower than DD
15 http://clustalw.genome.ad.jp/
16 One reason that the set was so small is that we also had to restrict our set to sequences for
which true structural information was available, so we could contrast our results with those of
Scott et al. (2003).
17 Full’s FP error was typically much less than Half’s but its FN error rates were larger.
18 We do not assess significance of the FN rates since there are only 9 total positive examples
available.
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Figure 16. False positive error of each algorithm on the (9 × 10)-fold cross-validation
experiments on protein data.
at 90% confidence but there is no significant difference with EMDD, and for
solubility, Half is lower than DD at 99% confidence and lower than EMDD
at 75% confidence. Thus our algorithm is much more selective than DD and
EMDD, which is logical since each of their hypotheses is represented by a
single point. It also explains why their FN errors are lower than ours. How-
ever, since it is well-known that all Trx-fold proteins follow simple patterns
in their primary sequence (Martin, 1995; Follmann and Haberlein, 1995), it is
in fact trivial to get 0 FN error at the expense of high FP error, so a classifier
with low FP error would be a useful second-stage filter.
The only results from Scott et al. (2003) that are comparable to ours (i.e.
low FP error without FN errors near 1) are their HMMs built on predicted
secondary structure19 (with FP error = 0.145 and FN error = 0.222), HMMs
built on a special alphabet based on hydrophobicity (with FP error = 0.560
and FN error = 0.046), and C4.5 (with FP error = 0.333 and FN error
= 0.329). So the most well-rounded model for this problem is the HMM built
on secondary structure (in contrast to the previous experiment, when the only
algorithm competitive with ours was an HMM built on primary sequence).
However, our algorithm (as well as DD and EMDD) worked with data that
lacked potentially valuable information. First, the MIL algorithms used only
one property at a time (done to reduce time complexity). Using all seven prop-
19 For this experiment, HMMs built on primary sequence had FN error of 0 and FP error of
1.0.
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Figure 17. False negative (avg) error of each algorithm on the (9 × 10)-fold cross-validation
experiments on protein data.
Figure 18. False negative (count) error of each algorithm on the (9×10)-fold cross-validation
experiments on protein data.
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Table 3. (9× 10)-fold cross-validation results on protein data.
Property Half EMDD DD
FP FN avg FN count FP FN avg FN count FP FN avg FN count
GES hydropathy 0.2414 0.4667 0.5556 0.3457 0.4667 0.4444 0.4530 0.3000 0.1111
Kyte-Doolittle 0.1747 0.4000 0.3333 0.3440 0.4556 0.3333 0.3530 0.3778 0.2222
Polarity 0.2617 0.5333 0.4444 0.4207 0.4444 0.3333 0.5280 0.2222 0.0000
pI 0.2626 0.6444 0.5556 0.3895 0.4000 0.3333 0.4314 0.3000 0.2222
α helix 0.3468 0.6889 0.7778 0.3473 0.4222 0.2222 0.4350 0.2556 0.0000
Mol Wt 0.2549 0.5247 0.5556 0.3527 0.3333 0.0000 0.4814 0.2667 0.000
Solubility 0.2828 0.5556 0.4444 0.3470 0.3667 0.1111 0.4781 0.2667 0.2222
erties simultaneously could improve performance. Second, after mapping the
amino acid sequences to property sequences, we immediately applied our
algorithm to the data. In contrast, Kim et al. (2000) (as well as Scott et al.
for their C4.5 experiments) smoothed their property sequences with a size-15
Gaussian kernel to filter out noise due to mutations and experimental errors.
We did not perform this preprocessing step because applying the kernel would
implicitly map the range of the y axis (i.e. the set of possible property values)
from a size-20 discrete set (one possible value per amino acid type) to a con-
tinuous set. This would blow up our algorithm’s time complexity, requiring
us to e.g. cluster the data as in Sections 6.2 and 6.4.
Third, when mapping the property sequences to multiple-instance exam-
ples, the first coordinate of each point ~b in each bag B relates to the position
in the original sequence of ~b’s corresponding amino acid. E.g. if amino acid
x is 25% downstream from the start of the sequence, then we would expect
~bx’s first coordinate to be about 25% of the way from the origin to the final
point. More specifically, since all the MIL algorithms applied to this data
set are looking for similar property values in certain regions of each positive
bag, it is critical that these regions have similar coordinates in the first di-
mension, lest the algorithms fail to detect the similarities. Since the lengths
of the sequences vary significantly (even among only the positive sequences),
correctly aligning them is a challenge. This problem is compounded by the
low primary sequence similarity, which prevents us from using conventional
multiple sequence alignment algorithms.
To answer the problem of setting the first coordinate, we used a naı¨ve
and simple mechanism to align the sequences in our experiments. First we
aligned the two conserved cysteines (marked by asterisks in Figure 4) in all
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sequences, since this CxxC motif (or a similar20 one) appears in all Trx-fold
proteins. Then (since it is known that all Trx-fold proteins extend at most
180 amino acids beyond the motif) we used the next 180 symbols of each
sequence, discarding everything else that lay beyond that point. If a sequence
was not long enough to go 180 symbols past the CxxC, it was linearly rescaled
so that the last symbol was in position 180. Finally, since it is also known that
Trx-fold proteins extend at most 20 positions upstream of the motif, we also
used these 20 positions, yielding a sequence of length at most (and often
strictly less than) 204, mapped to a space that spans [1, 204]. This approach is
naı¨ve since it assumes that all of the 180 downstream symbols are in fact part
of the Trx fold, which might not be the case. Thus while our results (especially
those in Table 2) indicate that our alignment procedure works fairly well, it is
possible that the data could be aligned much better.
Ongoing work includes addressing all three of these issues by improving
our alignment procedure (possibly by aligning based on the property values
themselves) while running a faster version of our algorithm on smoothed,
8-dimensional data.
We tested group pruning by reducing the number of groups by 10% each
round for 50 rounds. The results are summarized in Figures 19 and 20. Fig-
ure 19 shows the average cumulative fraction of the weight that is pruned by
each experiment for each of the 7 properties for Half. In contrast to the group
pruning results of Section 6.1, very early on significant weight is pruned (ex-
cept for Molecular Weight and Solubility), indicating that many more of the
Winnow attributes (boxes) are relevant than for our other application areas. As
expected, the additional FP error on the test21 set (Figure 20) also increases
earlier than in Section 6.1, though the increase starts at a later pruning round
than is suggested by Figure 19. Despite this, we can still reduce the number of
groups by about 80–88% (about 15–20 rounds of pruning) without incurring
much extra FP error. This corresponds to reducing the number of groups from
3.1× 106–4.3 × 106 to 4.3 × 105–8.9 × 105.
6.4. BINDING AFFINITY/ANTAGONIST DRUGS
We used a generalization of the synthetic data of Dooly et al. (2002) to reflect
the notion of “antagonist” drugs (Dietterich et al., 1997) where a molecule
must bind at multiple sites to be labeled positive. Dooly et al. created their
data by first generating a single “artificial receptor” t. Then “artificial molecules”
(denoted Bi) were created, each with 3–5 instances per bag. The label of bag
Bi was determined as follows. Let Bij denote the jth instance of Bi and Bijk
denote the value of feature k in Bij . If tk is the value of feature k of t and
sk ∈ [0, 1] is a scale factor indicating the relevance of feature k in binding
20 Sometimes a serine (S) replaces one of the cysteines, but the motif still exists.
21 Plots for additional training set error were very similar.
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Figure 19. Fraction of weight pruned versus pruning round for Half on the protein data sets.
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Figure 20. Additional false positive error on the test set versus pruning round for Half on the
protein data sets. Plots for train set error are very similar.
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affinity, then the binding energy of Bi to t is
EBi = min
Bij∈Bi
{
n∑
k=1
skV (tk −Bijk)
}
,
where
V (r) = 4
((
σ
r
)12
−
(
σ
r
)6)
is called the Lennard-Jones potential with parameters  and σ, and r is the
distance between the bag instances and the target point (we assume r > σ,
so V (r) < 0). Finally, Amar et al.’s real-valued label for Bi is EBi/Emax,
where Emax = −
∑n
k=1 sk. Thresholding at 1/2 converts it to a binary label.
In the generalization we used, there are multiple target points (“subtar-
gets”). Now the label of bag Bi is positive iff each subtarget induces a value
≥ 1/2 in some point Bij in the bag. That is, we threshold
min
t∈T
{
max
Bij∈Bi
{∑n
k=1 sk V (tk −Bijk)
Emax
}}
, (4)
which is a half-Hausdorff similarity measure, analogous to the dissimilarity
measure of Equation (2).
We used Amar et al.’s modified data generator to build two different types
of data. The first was 4-dimensional data with 4 subtargets (“4/4”), and the
second was 5-dimensional data with 4 subtargets (“5/4”). For each type, we
ran 10 experiments: we first randomly generated 4 subtargets and then created
three sets of bags, each of size 200. One bag was for training all algorithms,
one bag was for testing, and the third was used by EMDD as a validation
set for selecting its final hypothesis (so EMDD had a de facto training set of
400 bags). Each of the 4/4 data sets consisted of approximately 20% positive
bags, and each of the 5/4 sets consisted of approximately 47% positive bags
(the difference came from how the sk values were set and the difference
in dimensionality). Finally, since the data’s dimensionality would make the
number of groups prohibitively large, we k-means clustered the data and
used the clusters’ point representatives to build our algorithm’s groups. I.e.
the original data was still used, but Winnow could not distinguish between
any points in the same region of Figure 2. The 4/4 data was clustered into
m = 8 clusters and the 5/4 data had m = 5 clusters. EMDD and DD used the
original (unclustered) data, so they had much more information on the data
set.
Results are presented in Table 4. Interestingly, even though Equation (4)
defines a target concept that can be represented by Half, we found that Half
often did not reach 100% accuracy on the training set within 300 rounds.
When it did, it required 4 times as many training rounds and still had FN
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Table 4. Results on the affinity data sets.
Set Full EMDD DD
FP FN FP FN FP FN
4/4 0.102 0.377 0.038 0.843 0.125 0.520
5/4 0.201 0.224 0.263 0.109 0.274 0.108
error much higher than Full. As in Section 6.2.1, we believe that this is due to
the reduced resolution caused by clustering. Thus to save time we focussed on
Full, which converged in an average 25 rounds for both 4/4 and 5/4. Boldface
numbers indicate where Full’s advantage over both EMDD and DD is sig-
nificant at at least 95% using a paired t test, and italicized numbers indicate
where EMDD’s advantage over Full is 95% significant. Further, Full’s 4/4 FP
error is less than DD’s at 95%, and DD’s FN error on 5/4 was lower than
Full’s at 75%.
We suspect that some of Full’s error (and Half’s poorer performance)
comes from the data’s low resolution due to clustering in forming the grid. We
corroborated this hypothesis by rerunning EMDD and DD on data remapped
as in Section 6.2, which maps each point ~x to its region’s center~c~x. For the 5/4
data, EMDD’s FP error increased to 0.301 (an increase that is significant at
99%) and its FN error increased to 0.114 (significant at 60%). DD’s FP error
stayed the same and its FN error increased to 0.135 (significant at 95%). Fur-
ther, for 4/4, DD’s FP error increased to 0.177 (significant at 85%) and its FN
error decreased slightly, though not significantly. EMDD’s FN error increased
to 0.945 (significant at 85%), but its FP error decreased to 0.022 (significant
at 75%). Aside from the single decrease in FP error (which came at a costly
increase to FN error), there is an obvious degradation in performance for
EMDD and DD when using the clustered data on this problem. Thus had our
algorithms had more information, they likely would generalize better, and it
is also possible that Half would improve past Full, given Equation (4).
We tested the effect of group pruning by reducing the number of groups
by 10% each round for 50 rounds. The results are summarized in Figures 21
and 22. Figure 21 shows the average cumulative fraction of the weight that is
pruned in each round for Full. We see that before round 40, very little weight
was pruned from any hypothesis, despite having pruned 1 − 0.940 > 0.98
of the groups, implying that relatively few of Winnow’s inputs are relevant.
After this point, the fraction of weight pruned increased faster. Not surpris-
ingly, this corresponds to a faster increase in FP error, as shown in Figure 13.
Interestingly though, the additional error even after 50 rounds was much less
than for all our other experiments except sunset.
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Figure 21. Fraction of weight pruned versus pruning round for Full on the affinity data.
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Figure 22. Additional false positive error on the testing and training sets versus pruning round
for Full on the affinity data.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
While the standard MIL model is powerful, there exist applications with
natural target concepts that cannot be represented. We cast the well-studied
concept classes of geometric patterns into a more general MIL framework and
proposed extensions to reflect requirements of real pattern recognition prob-
lems. We then described several application areas of this new MIL model.
Finally, we modified a learning-theoretic algorithm for learning geometric
patterns to fit our more general model and presented the first empirical re-
sults of this algorithm. Our results support our claim that many applications
exist for which generalized MIL better captures the requirements than the
conventional model.
Since Half’s hypothesis space is a subspace of Full’s, we expected Half
to generalize better than Full on learning tasks that seem to naturally fit half-
Hausdorff since it should be able to avoid overfitting more easily. What we
discovered was quite different, however. Half often could not achieve 100%
accuracy on the training sets like Full did, even when given 5–10 times the
number of training rounds. Experiments in which Half did not achieve 100%
training accuracy yielded hypotheses with very high FN error. Further, when
Half did reach 100% accuracy on the training set, its generalization error was
at best indistinguishable from (and at worst higher than) Full’s. There is some
evidence (Section 6.2.1) that Half is hurt more by clustering the training data
than Full is. If this is true, then it would explain why Full outperforms Half
on sunset (Section 6.2.1) and antagonist drugs (Section 6.4). The results on
conjunctive CBIR are better explained by the nature of the target concept, and
Full’s advantage over Half on the robot data is likely due to the existence of
other information in the data that Full can exploit and Half cannot.
In ongoing work, we are scaling our algorithm to handle more dimensions
via two general methods. First, we are exploring new ways to build the set
of groups besides partitioning the space into regions as done by Goldman
et al.’s original algorithm (Figure 2). While straightforward, their technique
is wasteful in that several distinct groups are defined that in fact contain the
same subset of points. In particular, if only m points are in the grid, there are
at most 2m groups that contain distinct subsets of the m points, as opposed to
the construction in Section 3.1 whose bound is O(m2d+1). Thus by defining
the groups differently, we can scale our algorithm to higher dimensions so
long as m is small. It is unlikely that a group definition exists that is polyno-
mial in both d and m, since this would yield an efficient algorithm for learning
DNF formulas, which is unlikely to exist (Goldman et al., 2001).
A second optimization we are working on is using a fast approximation
scheme to estimate the weighted sums of Winnow22, including methods used
22 Fortunately, extremely accurate estimates of the weighted sums are not necessary, so long
as the estimates are on the same side of the threshold as the true weighted sum.
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by Chawla et al. (2003) using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. We will
combine this with the new group definition to yield a new algorithm that we
can use to better measure the effect of clustering the training data. We are also
exploring techniques to merge unpruned groups that are near each other, to
further reduce their number. This should produce hypotheses that are easily
interpretable by humans, hopefully consisting of only a few 10s or 100s of
groups.
Another way to expand this work is to find a kernel to quickly compute
the weighted sum of the inputs, entirely eliminating the need to enumerate
the groups, yielding a more scalable algorithm. The down side to this is that
Winnow can no longer be used as the core algorithm. Since most of the fea-
tures are irrelevant (as shown by our group pruning experiments), the speedup
of multiplicative weight update algorithms like Winnow over additive weight
update algorithms like the Perceptron is significant (Kivinen and Warmuth,
1997).
Finally, there is the open problem of developing other algorithms in this
model. Certainly DD and EMDD are candidates to extend into this model,
though care must be taken to keep them efficient, especially if one wants to
represent a ranked version of full- or half-Hausdorff (requiring a hypothesis
to capture the notion of an r-of-k threshold function) or to define a hypothesis
that requires a positive bag to have no points in a particular region, like our
“field and not sky” task. Also, Goldman and Scott (in press) developed an
algorithm analogous to Goldman et al. (2001) that handles real-valued labels
rather than binary ones. It would be interesting to apply this algorithm to
problems where real-valued labels are useful (Dooly et al., 2002; Ray and
Page, 2001), though computational complexity would be an issue.
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